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Abstract

A necessary condition for complex simulations of vehicle system dynamics including drive dynamics and traction control when running
on adhesion limit, is an advanced creep force modelling taking large longitudinal creep into account. A method presented in the article allows
to simulate various real wheel–rail contact conditions using one parameter set. The parameters can be identified from measurements or the
recommended parameters for modelling of typical wheel–rail contact conditions in engineering applications can be used. Influence of vehicle
s arisons with
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peed, longitudinal, lateral and spin creep and shape of the contact ellipse is also considered. The method was validated by comp
easurements as presented in application examples.
2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

High adhesion utilisation and sophisticated vehicle dy-
amics design of modern locomotives and traction vehicles
emands complex simulations which simultaneously take

nto consideration the mechanical, electrotechnical and con-
rol system fields.

In computer simulations, different methods are used to
alculate tangential creep forces between wheel and rail:

for general vehicle dynamic calculations, without or with
small tractive forces;
for analysis of traction chain dynamics and traction control
with high tractive forces.

In vehicle dynamics, small creep values (microslip) are
f main importance. Longitudinal and lateral creep as well
s spin should be taken into account. The friction coefficient

s assumed to be constant. The difference between dry and
et conditions is usually expressed only with the value of the

riction coefficient.

∗

In traction chain dynamics usually only the longitudi
direction is taken into account. There is a maximum of c
force–creep function, the so-called adhesion optimum
a decreasing section behind this maximum. Typical sh
of measured creep force–creep functions for large cree
shown inFig. 1. The form and the initial slope for wet, d
or polluted conditions are different.

For a complex simulation of dynamic behaviour of lo
motive or traction vehicle in connection with drive dyna
ics and traction control, the different creep force models
scribed above have to be made into one model. A sui
method is described in this article and its application il
trated in examples.

2. A creep force model for simulations of traction
vehicles running on adhesion limit

2.1. Overview

A possible explanation of the decreasing section of c
Tel.: +41 52 2641656; fax: +41 52 2641101.
E-mail address:oldrich.polach@ch.transport.bombardier.com. force–creep function for large longitudinal creep is the
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Nomenclature

a,b half-axes of the contact ellipse
A ratio of friction coefficientsµ∞/µ0
B coefficient of exponential friction decrease

(s/m)
c11 coefficient from Kalker’s linear theory
C proportionality coefficient characterising the

contact shear stiffness (N/m3)
fx,fy adhesion coefficients in longitudinal (x) and

lateral (y) directionsfx = Fx/Q,fy = Fy/Q
Fx,Fy tangential contact force in longitudinal (x) and

lateral (y) directions
G shear module
k reduction factor of the coefficients of Kalker’s

linear theory
kA reduction factor in the area of adhesion
kS reduction factor in the area of slip
Q wheel load
s total creep
sx,sy creep in longitudinal (x) and lateral (y) direc-

tions
V vehicle speed
w total creep (slip) velocity
wx, wy creep (slip) velocity in longitudinal (x) and lat-

eral (y) directions

Greek letters
ε gradient of the tangential stress in the area of

adhesion
εx gradient of the tangential stress in longitudinal

(x) direction
µ coefficient of friction
µ0 maximum friction coefficient at zero slip ve-

locity
µ∞ friction coefficient at infinity slip velocity
σ normal stress
τ tangential stress
τmax maximum tangential stress
υx non-dimensional longitudinal creep, see[9,28]

for definition

decrease of friction coefficient with increasing slip velocity
due to increasing temperature in the contact area[1–5]. An-
other explanation – different friction coefficients in the area
of adhesion and area of slip (static and kinematic friction co-
efficient) – does not seem to sufficiently influence the shape
of the creep force curve[6,7].

The assumption of friction coefficient decreasing with in-
creasing temperature usually leads to good agreement be-
tween theory and measurements for dry and clean contact
conditions. The agreement is worse for contaminated sur-
faces. For wet conditions, an interfacial layer of liquid should

Fig. 1. Typical shape of measured creep force–creep functions and the re-
lation between the initial slope and the maximum for dry and wet contact
conditions.

be considered. In spite of several published theories consid-
ering a layer of liquid or moisture, there is no simple model
existing to simulate dry as well as wet conditions in contact
of wheel and rail in computer simulations.

The method described in this article allows to simulate
creep forces according to measurements for various con-
tact conditions — dry, wet, polluted, etc. It is based on
a fast method for calculation of wheel–rail forces devel-
oped by the author and largely tested and used in various
three-dimensional multi-body simulation tools. The original
method is presented briefly in the next chapter. Then, a possi-
ble modelling of friction coefficient decreasing with increas-
ing creep velocity together with the reduction of initial slope
of creep force curve will be shown and the limitations of this
model explained. Later, an extension by different reduction
factors in the area of adhesion and area of slip will be pre-
sented and the contact model parameters identified by com-
parisons with measurements. The extended method allows to
model the creep forces in multi-body simulations for various
contact conditions in good agreement with the measurements.

2.2. A fast method for calculation of creep forces in
multi-body simulation

n of
c a
t ing
a . The
b over
t ltant
c
a teral
c

a istri-
b

The method developed by the author for calculatio
reep forces in multi-body simulations[8,9] is based on
heoretical model for longitudinal and lateral creep assum

coefficient characterising the contact shear stiffness
asic idea is to integrate the shear stress distribution

he contact surface to obtain the magnitude of the resu
reep forceF. The different creep force componentsFx, Fy

re assumed to be proportional to the longitudinal and la
reepages.

The contact area is assumed elliptical with half-axesa, b
nd normal stress distribution according to Hertz. The d
ution of the tangential stressτ can be seen onFig. 2. The
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Fig. 2. Distribution of normal and tangential stresses in the wheel–rail con-
tact area in the proposed method.

maximum value of tangential stress at any arbitrary point is

τmax = µσ (1)

The solution described in[9] leads to the resultant tangential
creep force1 (without spin) as

F = 2Qµ

π

(
ε

1 + ε2
+ arctanε

)
(2)

with

ε = 2

3

Cπa2b

Qµ
s (3)

whereC is proportionality coefficient characterising the con-
tact shear stiffness (N/m3).

The contact shear stiffness coefficientC can be derived
from Kalker’s linear theory[10]. For the longitudinal direc-
tion, we get

εx = 1

4

Gπabc11

Qµ
sx (4)

wheresx is the longitudinal component of the total creeps

s =
√
s2x + s2y (5)

s

T

F

uation
s s left
o

and the adhesion coefficients

fi = Fi

Q
, i = x, y (8)

The effect of spin to the lateral creep force is approximated
based on integration of the tangential stress caused by pure
spin and on the results of Kalker’s linear theory. The solution
can be used for general conditions of longitudinal, lateral and
spin creep. A detailed description and computer code can be
found in[9].

Comparisons with other methods used in computer simu-
lations give very good results. Using the contact shear stiff-
ness coefficientC derived from Kalker’s linear theory, the
method is used as a simple and fast alternative instead of
the FASTSIM computer code[11] or other methods or pre-
calculated tables. The method is faster than FASTSIM and
approximately as fast as the method developed by Shen et al.
[12], but the results are closer to FASTSIM than other meth-
ods. The method was implemented into the simulation tools
ADAMS/Rail, SIMPACK, GENSYS and used in other tools
as user routine as well.

2.3. Friction coefficient dependent on slip velocity

A creep force law with a marked adhesion optimum can
b in-
c
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a ing
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V
, i = x, y (6)

he forcesFx, Fy in longitudinal and lateral directions are

i = F
si

s
, i = x, y (7)

1 The force acts against the creep, therefore the right site of the eq
hould start with a negative sign. For simplification this negative sign i
ut in this article.
e modelled using the friction coefficient decreasing with
reasing slip (creep) velocity between wheel and rail[13–15].
he dependence of friction on the slip velocity was obse
y various authors and is described, e.g. in[16]. The vari-
ble friction coefficient can be expressed by the follow
quation

= µ0
[
(1 − A) e−Bw + A

]
(9)

hereA is the ratio of limit friction coefficientµ∞ at infinity
lip velocity to maximum friction coefficientµ0

= µ∞
µ0

(10)

n recent years, theoretical studies have been publishe
laining the decreasing section of creep force–creep fun
nder the influence of temperature in the contact area[1–5].
ith increasing creep, the temperature in the contact

ncreases and the coefficient of friction decreases.
In addition, the reductionk< 1 of the initial slope of cree

orce curve explained in[5,17] through the influence of th
urface roughness and in[18,19]by effect of contaminatio
an be used. Using these assumptions, a good agreem
ween theory and measurements can be found in some
or dry or slightly contaminated conditions. For wet or p
uted conditions however, an interfacial layer of liquid
ontaminants should be considered which have not bee
luded in the above theory. A large longitudinal slip betw
heel and rail occurs for the adhesion limit, in particular

he maximum transmissible tractive forces.
Using the theory of friction coefficient decreasing w

ncreasing slip by the influence of temperature for the ca
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Fig. 3. Calculated creep force–creep functions with decreasing friction co-
efficient and various reduction factorsk of Kalker’s coefficients compared
with typical measurement on wet or contaminated rail.

wet or polluted contact conditions, the only way to achieve
the adhesion optimum at large creep values is a significant re-
duction of the coefficients of Kalker’s linear theory (k< 0.1),
seeFig. 3. But the measurements of the initial slope of creep
force–creep function do not show such low values. Typi-
cal values of the reduction factor for real wheel–rail contact
conditions as evaluated from measurements in[20–22] are
0.2–0.5 for wet rails and 0.6–0.85 for dry rails. As can be
seen onFig. 3, the only use of decreasing friction coefficient
does not allow to simulate the creep forces between wheel
and rail in complex dynamics simulations when transmitting
the limiting tractive forces under unfavourable adhesion con-
ditions.

An extension of the fast method for calculation of creep
forces presented in the next chapter allows to adapt the creep
force model for various conditions of wheel–rail contact ac-
cording to measurements.

2.4. An extended creep force model for large creep
applications

The proposed modelling of the real creep forces for wet,
contaminated or dry rail can be explained as a combina-
tion of dry and wet friction. For small creep values, the
area of adhesion extends to the greater part of the contact

area. The conditions are similar to dry friction. For large
creep values, there is slip in the main part of the contact
area. The effect of the interfacial layer of water, pollution
or contaminants increases. Consequently, the stiffness of the
anisotropic surface layer[18] decreases and, as a result of this,
the creep force–creep function reduces its gradient signifi-
cantly.

To model these conditions, different reduction factorskA
in the area of adhesion andkS in the area of slip are used. This
is easily possible using the proposed method because there
are two terms in Eq.(2); the first one related to the area of
adhesion and the second to the area of slip. Eq.(2) has then
the form

F = 2Qµ

π

(
kAε

1 + (kAε)2
+ arctan(kSε)

)
, kS ≤ kA ≤ 1

(11)

Using different reduction factors in the area of adhesion and
in the area of slip for a constant friction coefficient there is
hardly any reduction of the function gradient at small creep-
ages but a significant reduction of the gradient for large creep
near saturation, seeFig. 4.

The gradient of the creep force–creep function at the origin
of the coordinates corresponds to the reduction of Kalker’s
coefficient

k
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w slip
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p

ig. 4. Reduction of Kalker’s coefficients with one factor (left) and usi
roposed method (friction coefficient constant).
= kA + kS

2
(12)

he proposed extension by two reduction factors toge
ith the friction coefficient decreasing with increasing

creep) velocity allows to reach the forms of creep fo
urves for various contact conditions more similar to the m
urements than using other methods.

.5. Parameter identification from measurements

The parameters of the reduction factorskA, kS and of the
riction coefficient function have to be found by compari
f measured and computed creep force–creep function

ongitudinal direction. It is assumed that the parameters
ified for longitudinal direction are valid for lateral directi
oo. The assumption can be accepted as suitable becau

different reduction factors (right) in the area of adhesion and area oflip in the
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Fig. 5. Model of creep forces based on the measurements with the Bom-
bardier locomotive SBB 460[22] (wet,V= 40 km/h).

Fig. 6. Model of creep forces based on the measurements with the Bom-
bardier locomotive 12X[23] (wet,V= 20 and 60 km/h).

• the parameters identified from measurements influence
mainly the forces at large creep;

• large creep occurs mainly in longitudinal direction because
of traction or braking; the maximum lateral creep cannot
reach the level of maximum longitudinal creep due to trac-
tion or braking.

Fig. 8. Model of creep forces based on the measurements with the Siemens
locomotive Eurosprinter 127001[25] (dry, V= 36 km/h).

Fig. 9. Model of creep forces based on the measurements with the Siemens
locomotive S 252[26] (dry, V= 30 km/h).

Using the proposed method, the following measurements
were modelled:

• Measurements with the Bombardier locomotive SBB 460
[22] on artificially watered rails, seeFig. 5. The re-
sults of seven measurements with a speed of 40 km/h
were classified and average, maximal and minimal values
obtained.

Fig. 7. Model of creep forces based on the measuremen
ts with the GM locomotives SD 45X[24] (V= 16–32 km/h).
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Table 1
Parameters of the extended creep force model identified from measurements

Vehicle SBB 460 12X SD45X SD45X DB127 S252

Wheel–rail conditions Wet Wet Wet Dry Dry Dry
Speed (km/h) 40 20 and 60 16–32 16–32 36 30
Reference (measurement) [22] [23] [24] [24] [25] [26]
Comparison model-measurement Fig. 5 Fig. 6 Fig. 7 Fig. 7 Fig. 8 Fig. 9

Model parameter
kA 0.16 0.65 0.29 0.68 0.72 1.00
kS 0.07 0.26 0.07 0.14 0.36 0.50
µ0 0.31 0.28 0.30 0.40 0.36 0.40
A 0.50 0.40 0.38 0.44 0.38 0.36
B (s/m) 0.16 0.40 0.18 0.60 0.70 0.55

Table 2
Typical model parameters for dry and wet conditions of real wheel–rail
contact

Model parameter Wheel–rail conditions

Dry Wet

kA 1.00 0.30
kS 0.40 0.10
µ0 0.55 0.30
A 0.40 0.40
B (s/m) 0.60 0.20

• Measurements with the Bombardier test locomotive 12X
[23] on artificially watered rails with speeds of 20 and
60 km/h (Fig. 6).

• Measurements on GM locomotives SD 45X in the USA
[24], wet and dry contact conditions, average values and
90% data bands of measurements with speeds between 16
and 32 km/h (Fig. 7).

• Measurements with the Siemens locomotive DB 127 Eu-
rosprinter (according to[25]), dry rails, speed 36 km/h
(Fig. 8).

• Measurements with the Siemens locomotive S 252 (ac-
cording to[26]), dry rails, speed 30 km/h (Fig. 9).

The parameters of creep force models are shown in
Table 1. Comparing the above presented models based on

F ers of
r

various measurements we can observe some similarities in
model parameters. Typical values of model parameters for
dry and wet conditions are presented inTable 2andFig. 10.
The model with parameters according toTable 2is in good
agreement with creep force–creep functions used as typical
for investigation of traction control in[27].

The presented model can be used for any speed, from
very small values when starting up to high speed values, us-
ing one parameter set for certain wheel–rail conditions. It
was verified by comparisons with measurements for speeds
up to 100 km/h. The model is not limited to one speed
or to a certain creep range. In this way, the influence of
speed on the form and maximum of creep force–creep
functions is expressed with only one parameter set, see
Fig. 11. Besides this, the influence of longitudinal, lateral
and spin creep as well as the shape of the contact ellipse
is also taken into account (Fig. 12). Of course, a change
of surface conditions (dry, wet, etc.) as well as other ef-
fects, e.g. the cleaning effect due to large longitudinal creep
(so-called rail conditioning), will need a change of model
parameters.

F func-
t sure-
m

ig. 10. Calculated creep force–creep functions for typical paramet
eal wheel–rail contact (Table 2) for dry and wet conditions.
ig. 11. Influence of vehicle speed on the form of creep force–creep
ions for longitudinal direction; model parameters according to mea
ents inFig. 9.
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Fig. 12. Creep forces according to the proposed extended method in function of longitudinal (sx), lateral (sy) and spin (ψ) creepages as well as of the form of
the contact area (a/b); model parameters according to measurements inFig. 9, V= 30 km/h.

3. Model validation by comparison of simulations
and measurements

3.1. Influence of tractive force on the steering of a
self-steering bogie

In order to test the possibility of simulating the dynamic
change of traction torque, a test case used during the ad-
hesion test[22] of the four axle SBB 460 locomotive of
the Swiss Federal Railways was simulated. The locomo-
tive design combines very good curving performance with
high maximum speed due to the coupling of wheelsets, re-
alised by a mechanism with a torsional shaft assembled to
the bogie frame. The locomotive model in simulation tool
ADAMS/Rail consists of 51 rigid bodies and contains 266
d.f.

In the course of curving simulation, the traction torque was
increased from zero to the adhesion limit, in a similar way as
during the adhesion test measurements. In this manner, a run
on the unstable (decreasing) section of creep force curve was
simulated[28]. With increasing tractive effort, the wheelset
steering ability decreases. Simultaneously, the first wheelset

of the bogie moves to the inner rail. The calculated steering
angle between the wheelsets as a function of tractive force
in the steering linkages is compared with measurement in
Fig. 13. The comparison confirms a good agreement in the
tendency although the real track irregularity is not known in
detail.

Fig. 13. Comparison of the measured and calculated steering angle between
wheelsets as function of tractive effort of a single bogie.
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Fig. 14. Rotor torque, longitudinal creep between wheel and rail and creep force–creep-diagram as a co-simulation results of sudden worsening of adhesion
conditions modelled by reduction of friction coefficient.

3.2. Co-simulation of vehicle dynamics and traction
control

In following two application examples, the creep force
model described above was used in a co-simulation of vehi-
cle dynamics and traction control under bad adhesion con-
ditions. The vehicle model is represented by the locomotive
12X of Bombardier Transportation modelled in the simula-
tion tool SIMPACK. The controller was modelled in com-

puter code MATLAB-SIMULINK. During co-simulation,
both programmes are running in parallel exchanging few
channels only, see[23,29] for details.

Fig. 14 shows a simulation of traction control reaction
following a sudden worsening of adhesion conditions, see
the input function of friction coefficient between wheel and
rail in Fig. 14. Besides the sudden reduction of friction coeffi-
cient after approx. 30 m of track, small stochastic oscillations
are superimposed. The torque on the rotor cannot reach the

F in the com
a

ig. 15. Comparison of measured (non-filtered) and calculated forces
curved track.
longitudinal axle guidance during a start and acceleration of a test lootive on
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set value because of bad wheel–rail adhesion. The maximum
achievable value is obtained by means of an adaptive traction
controller. After the sudden reduction of friction coefficient,
the creep first increases, but the controller stabilises the work-
ing point at a new adhesion optimum with low creepage after
a short transition period.

Another co-simulation study shows a starting and acceler-
ation of locomotive hauling a train on a curved sloping track.
Fig. 15presents a comparison of measurement and simula-
tion of longitudinal forces in wheelset linkages. The observed
forces on the straight track and on the left and right curves
are very close in measurement and simulation. The compar-
ison validates the proposed method as suitable for computer
simulation of traction vehicles running on adhesion limit.

4. Conclusion

The proposed method for calculation of wheel–rail forces
enables computer simulations of complex vehicle system dy-
namics including running and traction dynamics for large
traction creep when running on adhesion limit. It allows to
simulate various wheel–rail contact conditions using one pa-
rameter set for various speeds. Influence of longitudinal, lat-
eral and spin creep and shape of the contact ellipse is also
c
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